Insider Threats and EnterSpace Technology®
“Keep the bad guys out.” This is the typical mindset of many information security professionals who focus
on firewalls, network intrusion detection/prevention systems, authentication servers, and other tools to
thwart external threats. But what if the threat is already inside of your environment and unencumbered by
those defenses?
Insider threats originate within an organization and may involve the people, automation, and physical
infrastructure that are internally trusted by the organization in order to conduct business. Internal threats
fall into two categories: intentional and unintentional.
Intentional threats have the
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involve the sabotage of systems, deletion of valuable data, or theft
of intellectual property.
Unintentional insider threats are accidental in nature. Examples include unplugging an
incorrect device, placing information in a wrong directory, or inadvertently sending an email to an
improper recipient.

Both categories of threats can cause damage, but intentional threats have the capacity to do much deeper,
widespread, and irreversible harm than their unintentional counterparts. And although most organizations
do have cybersecurity protocols and training in place, recent events have shown that it only takes one “weak
link” to damage an entire organization.1
Each year, the number of organizations victimized by the unauthorized release of sensitive information
increases.2 This persistent disclosure of private data has caused significant financial losses, eroded brand
reputations, and degraded public trust in government agencies, financial
companies, and major retailers. Many organizations dedicate tremendous
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access
A 2013 industry survey found that “less than 10 percent of companies
actually have proactive monitoring of security controls, the area that governs unauthorized access.”3
Unauthorized access and other insider threats can be effectively reduced by identifying abnormal system
behavior and usage patterns. EnterSpace Technology® from Jericho Systems provides a robust, dynamic
access control solution that leverages computable policies to prevent unauthorized access and flag suspicious
activity.
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Sample Scenario
Let’s say “Bob” is a disgruntled employee who is rattled by the prospect of another round of layoffs. After
15 years at the company and now facing longer hours and increased stress during a reorganization, Bob
wants to send company leadership a message to express his dissatisfaction.
In his role as a system administrator, Bob has privileged access to many system resources. For the most
part, Bob works in a common space with other employees, with all of his activities in plain sight of his
coworkers. Recently though, Bob has been disappearing for hours at a time, with nobody knowing his
whereabouts or actions.
What Bob’s coworkers don’t know is that he has been going to a vacant office down the hall, and with a
networked computer, he has been downloading troves of sensitive data, with a plan to sell the information
to a major competitor. Unfortunately for his employer, no measures are in place to control, what, when,
where, why, or how Bob had access. Worse yet, no automated alerts are set up to notify authorities of his
misdeeds, so Bob can carry out his plan undetected.
Had EnterSpace Technology been integrated into the environment of this scenario, an automated policy
could have prevented Bob from logging in as a system administrator unless he was logging in from a specific
set of IP or MAC addresses, or “known locations.” Or, if part of Bob’s responsibilities as a system
administrator was to help coworkers around the office, EnterSpace could have been set up to alert
authorities when a system administrator logged in from a non-system administrator IP or MAC address
for a duration and/or frequency that exceeded policy rules. Either way, Bob is in trouble, and the assets
are safe.
Conclusion
Training and other technologies can always help to bolster awareness, reduce vulnerabilities, and mitigate
threats, but EnterSpace enables an organization to take their security to the next level. EnterSpace
empowers organizations to custom-tailor their own access control rules and requirements, enforceable at
run-time. By offering the ability to 1) write policies using intuitive, English-based workflows, 2)
automatically and dynamically enforce access control decisions based on the environment, and 3) adjust
policies quickly and easily as the environment evolves, EnterSpace from Jericho Systems truly stands alone
in its ability to protect an organization from the inside out.
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